Physiological limits determine susceptibility to environmental changes, and can be assessed at the individual, population or species/lineage levels. Here I discuss these levels in Drosophila, and consider implications for determining species susceptibility to climate change. Limits at the individual level in Drosophila depend on experimental technique and on the context in which traits are evaluated. At the population level, evidence from selection experiments particularly involving Drosophila melanogaster indicate high levels of heritable variation and evolvability for coping with thermal stresses and aridity. An exception is resistance to high temperatures, which reaches a plateau in selection experiments and has a low heritability/evolvability when temperatures are ramped up to a stressful level. In tropical Drosophila species, populations are limited in their ability to evolve increased desiccation and cold resistance. Population limits can arise from trait and gene interactions but results from different laboratory studies are inconsistent and likely to underestimate the strength of interactions under field conditions. Species and lineage comparisons suggest phylogenetic conservatism for resistance to thermal extremes and other stresses. Plastic responses set individual limits but appear to evolve slowly in Drosophila. There is more species-level variation in lower thermal limits and desiccation resistance compared with upper limits, which might reflect different selection pressures and/or low evolvability. When extremes are considered, tropical Drosophila species do not appear more threatened than temperate species by higher temperatures associated with global warming, contrary to recent conjectures. However, species from the humid tropics may be threatened if they cannot adapt genetically to drier conditions.
Introduction
Physiological limits occur when the abiotic conditions of an organism's environment become stressful, reducing fitness to the extent that organisms fail to reproduce and survive, potentially leading to the extinction of populations and even species (Hoffmann and Parsons, 1991) . Physiological limits can influence the susceptibility of organisms to climate change and indicate vulnerability (Bernardo et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2008) . The vulnerability of terrestrial ectotherms is likely to be dictated by the proximity of the environment they experience to their physiological limits within the context of future climate change, and this may make groups like tropical insects and lizards particularly susceptible to extinction even when predicted thermal changes in the tropics are less than in other areas (Deutsch et al., 2008; . Vertebrate populations from lowland areas may also be particularly vulnerable because they occur close to their thermal threshold and are already experiencing stressful conditions (Bernardo and Spotila, 2006; . The distance between limits and conditions experienced by organisms provides a way of assessing vulnerability, although this is not a trivial task because organisms are exposed to multiple stressors whose importance may vary in time and space at different scales and whose impacts on distributions might only depend on rare events (Denny et al., 2006; Elton, 1930; Helmuth, 2009) .
In ectotherms, physiological limits are often considered by plotting the performance of an organism on the y-axis against a variable (typically temperature) along the x-axis. The fertility and viability under different rearing temperatures for Drosophila melanogaster are plotted in this manner in Fig. 1 . Such performance curves form the basis of theoretical and conceptual approaches to understanding thermal adaptation (Angilletta, 2009; Gilchrist, 1995; Huey and Kingsolver, 1989) . The position of an individual along the environmental gradient dictates its proximity to a physiological limit where performance declines to zero, and this differs depending on the trait considered (covering a narrower range of temperatures for fertility than viability in Fig. 1 ). In nature, organisms also often experience short periods of stressful conditions that extend outside the range of conditions in which organisms can be cultured (Fig. 1) . The thermal extremes that can be tolerated in these short periods typically depend on phenotypic plasticity. At the individual level, physiological limits therefore depend on the trait being evaluated, length of exposure of the extreme conditions and plastic responses. Limits also depend on any behavioural responses that influence the microclimate experienced by individuals (Huey et al., 2003; Marais and Chown, 2008) (Table 1) .
Evolution might alter performance curves (and the effect that plastic and behavioural responses have on these curves) over time. Physiological limits at the population and species levels encompass these evolutionary shifts (Table 1) . Evolutionary biologists have often emphasised the large amounts of genetic variation that exist for traits within populations and the extent to which there are numerous genes and genetic options available for evolutionary shifts (Flint and Mackay, 2009) , with mutation continually producing new variation that can persist in populations when traits are under stabilising selection (Zhang and Hill, 2005) . Theoretical models (e.g. Lynch and Lande, 1993) provide a picture of how performance optima and limits might evolve under changing environmental conditions and the rate of environmental change that can be countered by organisms through evolution. Limits in Drosophila Physiological limits at the population level also encompass demographic factors including stochasticity in population size. If a population that fluctuates in size is close to a physiological limit, it is more likely to go extinct than a population that is always maintained at a large size (Burger and Lynch, 1995; Lynch and Lande, 1993) . There is also an interaction between population size and the evolutionary potential of populations, because genetic variation for evolutionary responses tends to be lost in small and fluctuating populations (Lynch and Lande, 1993; Willi et al., 2006) . Several explanations have been proposed to account for physiological limits at the population (and species) levels (Table  1) . One of these is that a lack of genetic variation for traits dictates physiological limits. Another explanation is that genetic variation does exist but cannot be selected because of strong trait and genetic interactions. A third explanation is that limits might be modified by evolution but evolution is prevented because gene flow is continually bringing poorly adapted genotypes into a population that is under selection.
A selection limit due to a lack of genetic variance was proposed by Bradshaw to account for the fact that only some plant species evolved resistance to soil contaminants (Bradshaw, 1991) . This proposal has not been considered seriously by many evolutionary biologists due to the multitude of studies that have demonstrated genetic variation in quantitative traits. Hansen and Houle for instance suggest that morphological traits are almost always variable genetically even when traits show stasis over historical and paleontological time (Hansen and Houle, 2004) . However, in some cases it does appear that levels of genetic variation for physiological traits can be low enough to act as a limit (Blows and Hoffmann, 2005) .
Stasis in physiological limits can also occur when genetic variation is present in populations (Merila et al., 2001 Fig. 1 . Response of Drosophila melanogaster to thermal conditions for multiple traits. This species exhibits high viability across a wide range of culture temperatures (14-28°C). Adult fertility is maintained across a somewhat narrower range. Cold and hot extremes that produce incapacitation and death after a few hours extend well outside this range of temperatures. Based on a variety of sources (David et al., 2005; Hoffmann et al., 2003; Rako and Hoffmann, 2006) . Table 1 . A hierarchy of physiological limits case, other factors might be involved, such as an uncoupling of the expression of genetic variance and selection (Wilson et al., 2006) , or the presence of genetic variation for traits but not in the direction in which selection is acting (Blows, 2007) . Stasis of traits may be associated with the integration of characters (pleiotropic constraints) and the integration of genes (epistatic constraints) (Hansen and Houle, 2004) . Gene flow might play a role in limiting adaptation particularly at species margins where populations may be exposed to a directional influx of genes from large central populations adapted to different conditions (Holt and Gaines, 1992; Kirkpatrick and Barton, 1997) as reviewed in Bridle et al. (Bridle et al., 2009b) . If these constraints act to restrict evolutionary responses in populations, they may result in fundamental tolerance limits at the species level (Table 1) . Limits might then only be broken through substantial genetic rearrangement, such as the acquisition of new resistance genes following hybridisation and introgression (Besansky et al., 2003) . If these rearrangements are not possible, there may be phylogenetic limits and niche conservatism in related lineages of species. There is some indirect evidence of niche conservatism, such as the fact that invasive populations often reach high latitude limits similar to those of populations from where they originated rather than evolving to new limits (Wiens and Graham, 2005) , although this pattern is not universal due to other factors determining distribution limits (Duncan et al., 2009) .
Genetic variation in physiological traits has been studied more intensively in Drosophila than in other insects and a variety of approaches have been used (Table 2) . Here I review different levels at which limits can be investigated including the individual, population, species and lineage levels. The importance of different factors determining limits at these levels is considered. Finally I consider ways in which Drosophila data might be used in predicting the susceptibility of species to climate change.
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Individual limits
As already mentioned, thermal limits in Drosophila species are dependent on the types of traits that are used to assess them as well as life-cycle stage. This has been well established for D. melanogaster through work by David and colleagues (David et al., 2004) . In this species, egg-to-adult viability is limited to the range 10-32°C whereas male fertility has a narrower range from 12°C to 30°C (Chakir et al., 2002) (Fig.1) . Adult knockdown and mortality occurs well beyond these limits. For instance flies exposed to 4°C after being reared at 19°C show partial knockdown but then completely recover again (Rako and Hoffmann, 2006) . However, this recovery is not evident when flies are reared at 25°C rather than 19°C, illustrating that thermal limits are dramatically influenced by the conditions flies experience. Drosophila larvae are usually more susceptible to thermal extremes than are adults (Hoffmann et al., 2003) .
Thermal limits depend on the rate at which temperatures are altered and also on behaviour (Table2). For adult knockdown under hot conditions, the upper thermal limit is lowered by around 1.5°C when temperature is increased slowly at a rate of 0.1°C per minute, compared with rapidly at a rate of 0.5°C per minute (Chown et al., 2009) . However, repeated exposures to sublethal hot conditions increase resistance rather than lowering limits (Krebs and Loeschcke, 1994) . In the field, adults can avoid extreme conditions and change the level of thermal stress they experience by seeking out microhabitats or through long-distance migration (Dillon et al., 2009; Feder et al., 2000; Kimura and Beppu, 1993) and this includes entering buildings under very cold conditions. These factors can make it difficult to evaluate the proximity of adult Drosophila to their thermal limits in nature (Table 2) .
For aridity, individual limits depend on the nature of the trait scored. Flies selected for desiccation resistance can survive for 24 h or more of exposure to desiccant that reduces humidity to 10% Has not been undertaken in a comprehensive manner (Kimura et al., 1994) Testing invasive range of species when compared with native range
Lineage
Species comparisons Several species comparisons suggest phylogenetic limits (Kimura, 2004; Matzkin et al., 2009) or less but adult mating success is affected after exposures of only a few hours (Gefen and Gibbs, 2009 ). Limits might be modified by plastic responses, because prior exposure to dry conditions can modify resistance levels at least in some Drosophila species (Hoffmann, 1990) . As in the case of thermal limits, behaviour can modify the proximity of flies to aridity limits in nature (Prince and Parsons, 1977) but this is rarely considered (Table 2) . With multiple limits modified by environmental conditions, which limits are ecologically relevant, affecting the ability of species to survive and reproduce in a particular region? Under cold winter conditions, D. melanogaster and other species typically survive at the adult stage. Adult survival is enhanced by thermal conditions that promote reproductive diapause (Schmidt et al., 2005) , which in turn increases cold resistance (Schmidt and Paaby, 2008) . Larvae do not survive winter conditions in temperate areas (Mitrovski and Hoffmann, 2001) . Limits affecting late reproduction and the maintenance of fertility are important in adults because overwintering flies have to reproduce in spring when conditions become favourable (Mitrovski and Hoffmann, 2001 ). In summer, both larvae and adults may suffer high levels of mortality from heat stress (Feder et al., 1997; Kristensen et al., 2007) . Limits to heat stress are altered both by rapid hardening that extends thermal limits but also by diurnal fluctuations in temperature that decrease limits Terblanche et al., 2007) . Low levels of humidity in summer will further restrict adult activity and affect adult mating behaviour and survival (Gibbs et al., 1998) .
Behavioural and plastic effects can make it hard to characterise individual limits of Drosophila species. Ideally different life-cycle stages should be considered and fluctuating environmental conditions reflecting those found in nature should be used. Researchers working on both larval and adult stages have considered the effects of natural fluctuations in temperature just prior to the development of stressful conditions (Kelty and Lee, 1999) but there have been few attempts to assess the effects of naturally fluctuating conditions experienced by immature stages on resistance in later developmental stages.
Individual limits depend not only on plastic effects like acclimation and diapause but also on genotype. With ample evidence for genetic variation in responses to thermal extremes (Hoffmann et al., 2003) as well as desiccation (Gibbs et al., 2003) , conditions that are stressful for one individual might not be stressful for another, raising the possibility of evolution at the population level shifting physiological limits.
Population limits: demographic factors
When population sizes are relatively small and fluctuate, there is a possibility of populations going extinct due to demographic and environmental stochasticity. Environmental stochasticity is likely to occur when individuals within populations are close to physiological limits and therefore have an increased risk of reproductive failure and death. The role of both types of stochasticity in driving local extinctions in nature has not been examined in Drosophila populations (Table2). Perhaps demographic extinctions are unlikely in this group because populations of Drosophila species are typically very large and/or capable of expanding rapidly when resources suitable for breeding are available. Local extinctions of Drosophila populations due to demographic factors might also rarely be documented because of the inconspicuous nature of flies and lack of information about populations of rare species, many of which remain undescribed.
Stochastic processes have however been examined in experimental populations of Drosophila. For instance, in the rainforest species D. birchii exposed to heat stress, demographic factors tend to dictate the fate of populations when the size of the adult population is held at 20, while both genetic and demographic factors are important in populations of size 100, and genetic factors are more important than demographic factors when a population size of 1000 individuals is maintained (Willi and Hoffmann, 2009) . Population limits will also be influenced by interactions among species, both through competitive interactions and predation/ parasitism, as shown in laboratory manipulations of multiple Drosophila species (Davis et al., 1998 ).
Population limits: genetic variation
Genetic variation can be determined through heritability studies and selection experiments (Table 2) . Numerous studies on D. melanogaster have highlighted the presence of genetic variation for physiological traits [Burke and Rose, and others (Burke and Rose, 2009; Gibbs, 1999; Hoffmann et al., 2003) and references therein]. These include traits associated with thermal responses, starvation resistance and responses to aridity. The general conclusion from this body of work is that there is ample genetic variation to generate similarity between parents and offspring, and to produce responses to selection imposed artificially or as part of a program of experimental evolution. These conclusions have been backed up by more limited work on other species including Drosophila buzzatii (e.g. Sorensen et al., 1999) and Drosophila simulans [David et al. (David et al., 2004) and references therein].
However, it may not always be possible to extrapolate results from traits scored in laboratory conditions to those likely to be experienced in the field. This issue is illustrated by adult heat resistance. In D. melanogaster this trait shows a low heritability of around 10-20% when scored from selection experiments where flies are exposed immediately or with a fast ramping rate to high temperatures (Gilchrist and Huey, 1999; McColl et al., 1996) . However, adults are often likely to experience slower ramping rates in nature of 0.06 to 0.1°C per minute. Under these conditions, the maximum temperature that D. melanogaster can tolerate decreases markedly (Chown et al., 2009) , as also found in tsetse flies (Terblanche et al., 2007) . There is a concomitant increase in phenotypic variance that might reflect an increase in environmental variance leading to a decrease in heritability (Chown et al., 2009) . Ramping effects on heritability were recently shown directly by Mitchell and Hoffmann (Mitchell and Hoffmann, 2010) ; parent-offspring comparisons indicated that the heritability for adult knockdown under ramping in D. melanogaster was very close to zero despite small standard errors of 0.07 or less, compared with around 15-20% when flies were directly stressed without ramping. The low heritability in the ramping assay was associated with a loss of additive genetic variance as well as an increase in environmental variance, leading to a decrease in the evolvability of the trait. Thus, there may be a fundamental genetic limit for CT max (maximum constant temperature) when measured under conditions that reflect those most closely aligned with nature, at least for knockdown resistance.
These studies challenge the notion that all traits in D. melanogaster are heritable and that there is no evidence of genetic limits in this species. Moreover they are consistent with limits to high thermal resistance reached in selection experiments when temperatures are rapidly increased; in these experiments, there is a selection response in initial generations but this rapidly reaches a plateau (Gilchrist and Huey, 1999; Hoffmann et al., 1997) . Other physiological traits may also be close to evolutionary limits in D. melanogaster. In particular, acclimation ability seems to evolve with difficulty as reflected by the lack of variation in acclimation responses of populations exposed to different levels of climatic variability (Hoffmann and Watson, 1993 ). Desiccation resistance also shows a signature of low heritable variation and low evolvability in some Drosophila species (Kellermann et al., 2006; Kellermann et al., 2009) as discussed further below.
Population limits: trait and gene interactions
Although trait interactions and more specifically trade-offs are often assumed to restrict selection responses in populations, there is only limited evidence from Drosophila studies that they constrain physiological limits. Artificial and experimental selection experiments on physiological limits have been carried out on a variety of Drosophila stocks and species by multiple laboratories; however, different studies often produce inconsistent patterns of correlated responses (Hoffmann et al., 2003) . For instance, a negative association between cold resistance and starvation resistance detected through different approaches in one study was not evident in correlated responses to selection in two other studies (Bubliy and Loeschcke, 2005; MacMillan et al., 2009) . Similarly, an increase in adult desiccation resistance that enhances mating success of males under high levels of desiccation stress but represents a disadvantage under mild or non-stressful conditions (Gefen and Gibbs, 2009 ) was not detected in earlier studies (e.g. Hoffmann and Parsons, 1993) . Interactions detected between adult stress resistance and larval development as well as resistance to both these stresses and early fecundity (Mori and Kimura, 2008; Telonis-Scott et al., 2006) have turned out to be weak or undetectable in other experiments where resistance has been selected Bubliy and Loeschcke, 2005; MacMillan et al., 2009) . Even when related sets of lines are exposed to the same selection pressure, patterns of correlated responses and evolutionary trajectories can be inconsistent (Simoes et al., 2008) .
While the search for trait interactions has so far yielded few insights into physiological limits in populations, physiological mechanisms are nevertheless expected to produce such limits. A consistent and robust result is that increased starvation resistance in Drosophila is associated with an increase in fat content (Aguila et al., 2007; Ballard et al., 2008) . This is expected to form the basis for correlated responses in traits linked to energy reserves including longevity or maneuverability and flight. In Drosophila, adult resistance to desiccation is closely tied to water-loss rates, which in turn may depend on patterns of spiracle opening and waterproofing of the cuticle (Lehmann, 2001) , and these processes could influence gaseous exchange required for metabolism (Gibbs et al., 2003) , although pathways of water loss in insects are still poorly resolved (Chown, 2002) . Diapause is another mechanism that may underlie a robust trade-off between stress resistance and life-history traits. There is a strong cline in female reproductive diapause in D. melanogaster in North America, with the incidence of diapause increasing as conditions become colder; however, populations even at high latitudes tend to be polymorphic for diapause induction (Schmidt et al., 2005) . This polymorphism may reflect trade-offs with life-history traits; females in diapause have a higher level of resistance to environmental stresses but also have lower fecundity (Schmidt and Paaby, 2008) . However, while all of these mechanisms are expected to produce predictable patterns of correlated responses in selection experiments, one reason why consistent responses have not emerged is that several options may be available to Drosophila populations when evolving to shift physiological limits.
Although trait and genetic interactions have been explored through selected lines and in strain comparisons, there have been few attempts to consider the role of trait interactions in determining physiological limits in natural populations. One way of testing whether trait interactions are important in natural populations is to A. A. Hoffmann consider patterns of seasonal changes in traits. In D. serrata, cold resistance changes seasonally at the southern (= colder) border of this species, such that higher levels of resistance are observed after winter as might be expected following selection (Jenkins and Hoffmann, 1999; Magiafoglou et al., 2002) . However, there is also a loss of resistance after summer which may reflect a trade-off, most likely due to a reduction in fecundity in flies that have a relatively higher level of resistance (Jenkins and Hoffmann, 1999) . Other traits influencing physiological limits also vary seasonally in a way that suggests trade-offs. This includes the incidence of reproductive diapause (Schmidt and Conde, 2006) and egg retention in virgin females (Bouletreau-Merle et al., 2003) 
both in D. melanogaster.
A difficulty in measuring trait interactions through laboratory experiments is that only a small subset of traits and conditions are usually considered in laboratory assays whereas under field conditions traits are likely to interact in complex ways. Drosophila data on interactions under field conditions can be generated through microcosms or by undertaking releases and measuring the success of adults in locating resources. Kristensen et al. followed this approach when they released lines selected for increased heat and cold resistance, which showed no obvious trade-offs under laboratory conditions (Kristensen et al., 2007) . In field releases under hot extremes, the lines adapted to heat stress performed relatively better than controls, and under cold conditions the lines adapted to cold conditions performed relatively better; selection had therefore produced phenotypic changes likely to influence field fitness. But in addition there were also large and substantial performance costs not apparent in laboratory tests; when selected lines were released under mild conditions, both sets of lines selected for thermal tolerance had a lower probability of locating resources than controls. This suggests that traits increasing resistance under either thermal extreme may have costs under non-stressful thermal conditions.
The role of costs and trait interactions in determining physiological limits at the population level therefore remains unclear. A combination of studies is required that focuses on underlying mechanisms to allow generalisations across species, and that also addresses costs under field conditions, perhaps through release experiments as well as seasonal studies.
Geographical limits and gene flow
The presence of genetic variation allows for adaptive shifts in physiological limits within species in response to climatic selection and geographic variation (Table 2 ). There is evidence in several Drosophila species that such shifts have occurred. In D. melanogaster, a number of physiological traits related to thermal extremes including adult cold resistance and heat resistance show clinal patterns (reviewed in Hoffmann et al., 2003) . There is also clinal variation in this species for the incidence of reproductive diapause (Mitrovski and Hoffmann, 2001; Schmidt et al., 2005) that correlates with levels of resistance to thermal extremes (Schmidt and Paaby, 2008) . In India, highland populations of D. melanogaster have higher levels of desiccation resistance and melanism compared with lowland populations, which matches the hotter and drier conditions experienced in highlands (Parkash et al., 2008) . Geographical patterns for stress resistance are also found in other Drosophila species and are usually interpreted adaptively (reviewed in Hoffmann et al., 2003) . In D. buzzatii, altitudinal changes in cold resistance and life-history traits match larger scale latitudinal patterns and expectations based on climatic selection (Sarup et al., 2009) . Levels of stress resistance may also evolve seasonally; in D. serrata there is a genetically based increase in cold resistance in after winter (Jenkins and Hoffmann, 1999 ) whereas in D. jambulina melanism levels increase in response to the dry season (Parkash et al., 2009) .
Adaptive responses may involve shifts in the entire thermal performance curve. Curves for viability in African D. melanogaster are shifted to the right of those for temperate populations (Bouletreau-Merle et al., 2003; David et al., 2004) . This leads to improved performance at warm temperatures but poorer performance under cool conditions. A similar pattern is found for male sterility (David et al., 2005 ).
Yet in a number of cases no geographical structure has been found for physiological tolerance traits when these might be expected based on parallel clines in other species or expectations from climatic patterns. A striking example is the lack of clinal variation in D. simulans for stress resistance traits including cold resistance along a gradient from tropical to temperate areas despite clines along the same gradients in D. melanogaster (Arthur et al., 2008; David et al., 2004) . Altitudinal variation in stress resistance and other traits in D. simulans is also less pronounced than in D. buzzatii (Sarup et al., 2009 ) whereas the viability of African populations of D. simulans at cool temperatures is similar to that of temperate populations, in contrast to the population differences exhibited by D. melanogaster (Bouletreau-Merle et al., 2003) .
One reason why clines might not be apparent is that the traits scored in experiments are not under climatic selection in natural populations. Most assessments of clines in physiological traits have focused on moving adults rapidly to extremely hot or cold or dry conditions and scoring mortality or incapacitation. Traits associated with mating performance (David et al., 2005) or larval fitness (Sarup et al., 2006) are rarely scored. Ideally models need to be developed that identify patterns of climatic selection on traits along clines so that the effects of climate selection on trait distributions can be accurately predicted (Ragland and Kingsolver, 2008) . The absence of spatial genetic patterns in physiological traits might also reflect trade-offs that constrain evolutionary responses. However, in practice, correlations among traits along clines can be difficult to separate from parallel patterns of selection.
Clines might also be constrained by high levels of gene flow in some species; trait clines might not develop across some gradients because strong gene flow prevents adaptive differentiation (Bridle et al., 2009a) . Several models have shown that populations at species margins exposed to stressful conditions might fail to adapt because of a continual influx of genes from more central populations, particularly if the central populations are large enough in size to create asymmetrical patterns of gene flow (Bridle and Vines, 2007) . While adaptive shifts in marginal populations might be prevented by gene flow, there are few empirical data from Drosophila that address this issue. One case where asymmetrical gene flow might play a role in physiological limits involves the southern (= high latitude) border of Australian D. serrata. Microsatellite data indicate that gene flow at border populations of this species is high and border populations also persist at a low density, suggesting possible gene flow from larger and denser central populations towards margins (Magiafoglou et al., 2002) . Patterns of gene flow might also influence the development of clines in steep and shallow gradients in rainforest D. birchii (Bridle et al., 2009a) . Transplant experiments provide one way of testing the role of gene flow in limiting adaptation because transplanted populations no longer experience an influx of maladapted genes from other populations. Transplant experiments have been applied to understand ecological processes in marginal plant populations (e.g. Griffith and Watson, 2006) but have not yet been used to test for physiological limits in Drosophila ( Table 2) .
The Drosophila studies undertaken so far indicate that clinal patterns are often found when populations are exposed to different climatic conditions. However, patterns can be non-linear (Sgro and Blows, 2003) and therefore need to be established through sampling populations along the entire cline rather than just at cline ends. They can shift seasonally (Magiafoglou et al., 2002) . When clines are not detected, levels of gene flow should be examined using genetic markers like microsatellites. An absence of clinal patterns might reflect costs and constraints or else an ability of Drosophila to evade stressful conditions through behaviour or plastic responses.
Limits above the population level
Several comparisons of Drosophila species have been undertaken to explore links between variation in physiological traits and the distribution of species in relation to climatic variables (Table2). These comparisons have shown that Drosophila distributions are closely associated with physiological limits to desiccation and cold stress Kimura and Beppu, 1993; Parsons, 1982) . Tropical species have a low level of cold and desiccation resistance, temperate species tend to be much more cold resistant, desert species are desiccation resistant and cosmopolitan species tend to have relatively high levels of resistance to most stresses. In addition, physiological limits to heat stress are related to whether species occupy exposed (open and forest canopy) or closed (understory forest) habitats (Kimura, 2004; Kimura et al., 1994) . These associations persist once correlations between climatic distributions and levels of stress resistance are corrected for phylogenetic relatedness (Kimura, 2004) . Patterns of diapause of Drosophila species may also closely match the levels of climatic extremes that species are likely to experience in nature (Kimura, 2001) .
If climatic variables limit species distributions, species within an area might be expected to shift their distributions in response to changing abiotic conditions when invading new areas, as long as other factors are not of overriding importance. Perhaps the best characterised invasion for a Drosophila species is that of North and South America by Drosophila subobscura in the past few decades. This species originates in Europe where it is adapted to cool conditions and its activity is curtailed in warm and dry conditions (Huey and Pascual, 2009) . Following invasion, clines along climatic gradients developed for traits and genetic polymorphisms; several clines are consistent with those found in Europe but other patterns are more complex, as in the case of desiccation resistance, which shows a consistent increase in resistance with latitude in Europe and North America but the opposite pattern in South America (Gilchrist et al., 2008) . The climatic regions and latitudinal ranges occupied by this species in North and South America are similar to those found in Europe (Prevosti et al., 1988) , suggesting that the invasive range of D. subobscura is limited by climatic variables similar to those in its native range irrespective of any changes in clinal patterns. Another invading drosophilid, Zaprionus indianus, introduced from tropical Africa to South America recently (Loh and Bitner-Mathe, 2005) , should provide an interesting contrast because it is likely to be warm rather than cold adapted.
Although physiological limits can evolve within populations and species, there is also evidence for phylogenetic constraints on limits. For instance, Matzkin et al. found that related groups of Drosophila species tended to have similar levels of starvation and desiccation resistance (Matzkin et al., 2009) . This meant that a significant correlation between desiccation and starvation resistance based on a comparison of species means was no longer evident once phylogenetic relationships among the species had been controlled. The extent to which thermal limits are constrained across species is likely to depend on the nature of the trait being considered; upper thermal limits for male sterility appear to be much less constrained among related Drosophila species than limits for adult survival or viability (David et al., 2005) . Phylogenetic constraints may lead to a mismatch between physiological limits and the climatic conditions experienced by some Drosophila species (Kimura, 2004) .
As well as phylogenetic constraints that arise from patterns of evolution within lineages, there may also be common constraints across lineages regardless of phylogeny -as in the case of short-term heat hardening. Levels of induced (by hardening = a short sublethal exposure within the same life stage) and basal heat resistance vary among melanogaster and montium group Drosophila species and these do not seem to be related to their phylogeny (Kellett et al., 2005) . However, there is a fundamental constraint in the level to which hardening can increase basal thermotolerance, in that induced resistance is always increased 25% over basal levels regardless of differences in resistance between species (Kellett et al., 2005) . This constraint may set a limit to plastic changes in upper thermal limits.
It now appears that there is a connection between the physiological limits of species and the evolvability of populations. This finding has emerged from studies of genetic variation in desiccation and cold resistance within populations but across multiple Drosophila species. When variability in these traits was evaluated across rainforest species, widespread tropical species and cosmopolitan species, there was a negative association between resistance and evolvability as measured through trait heritability or the additive genetic variance ). This negative association was evident even when species relationships were corrected for phylogeny. The lack of genetic variation in tropical sensitive species was not connected to an overall loss of genetic variation in these species, because tropical species from rainforests had abundant levels of microsatellite variation , and there was also no difference among the species for levels of heritable variation in wing traits that were unconnected to desiccation or cold resistance . Therefore, the species characteristic of low desiccation/cold resistance was connected to an inability to extend physiological limits through evolution at the population and species levels.
At least three interpretations of such patterns are possible. One of these is that directional selection may be responsible for generating evolutionary constraints for resistance; alleles that alter resistance in one direction all become fixed in populations, decreasing genetic variation. Another possibility is that strong trait interactions are involved in generating constraints at the species level. A third possibility is that relatively sensitive species have lower levels of genetic variation for physiological traits because of a loss of genetic variation generally or DNA decay in genes controlling stress resistance when selection is relaxed for many generations.
Under directional selection, more resistant species might be expected to have lower levels of genetic variation because of directional selection on alleles that increase resistance; the more resistant species might then be expected to be approaching a fundamental physiological limit, contrary to the pattern observed. This notion of genetic variance decreasing as a fundamental limit is reached may apply to the case of heat resistance in D. melanogaster discussed above, because this species has a relatively high level of heat resistance compared with its relatives (Kellett et al., 2005) despite a low level of genetic variation in resistance particularly under ramping (Mitchell and Hoffmann, 2009 ). In the case of desiccation and cold resistance, there might be strong directional selection for decreased resistance but only if there were strong interactions among traits at the species level. This can be tested by comparing multiple traits across A. A. Hoffmann species and looking for correlations; if interactions were responsible for limits across evolutionary time, some signature of these interactions might be evident across species. I am unaware of such comparisons for desiccation resistance. However, there is no evidence for interactions constraining the evolution of cold resistance; in species comparisons, thermal limits to high and low temperatures appear independent regardless of whether phylogenetic correction is carried out (Kimura, 2004) .
Where genetic variance is low for relatively more sensitive species as in the case of desiccation and cold resistance, and overall levels of genetic variation are not low in these sensitive species, DNA decay may provide a plausible hypothesis for low physiological limits (Hoffmann and Willi, 2008) . Under this hypothesis, historical processes have caused decay in genes that are required to evolve beyond a current limit. This occurs because when species become restricted to certain types of habitats (in this case habitats where humidity is always relatively high and temperatures are mild -as in tropical rainforests where fruit for breeding is found), there is no longer purifying selection to remove decay in genes that lead to a high level of desiccation or cold resistance. Mutations that lead to loss of function (insertions and deletions, stop codons, etc.) and then accumulate, and genes that might originally have extended physiological limits by sensing and tolerating environments are no longer active or lost (Hoffmann and Willi, 2008) . This type of loss is seen in genomic comparisons of related Drosophila species that use different hosts for breeding, where specialisation on one host plant has led to decay in genes that are associated with responding to other hosts as reflected by null alleles, the evolution of pseudogenes and loss of genes (McBride, 2007) .
Limits and climate change
Can the physiological limits of Drosophila species provide information on their relative level of susceptibility to the effects of climate change? Deutsch et al. proposed a framework for evaluating susceptibility based on the thermal response curve of organisms (Deutsch et al., 2008) . They collated data from mostly pest insects where species had been cultured under a range of constant temperatures and used this to define the CT max and CT min (mimimum constant temperature) of a species as well as optimal conditions by assuming that performance curves for standardised growth rate followed a consistent relationship across species. The resulting CT max was then compared with ambient conditions experienced in the insect's environments to determine susceptibility to current and future conditions. The susceptibility of species to climate change was dictated by distance from CT max to thermal averages and the degree of seasonality in the environment. This analysis indicated that tropical species were currently closer to limits and had smaller safety margins than temperate species, and that this situation would persist under climate change predictions.
These analyses considered only one Drosophila species but the approach can be applied more widely to Drosophila. As indicated previously, Drosophila species distributions are often associated closely with physiological limits under extreme conditions and limits for culturing flies and when fertility can be maintained (David et al., 2005; Gibert et al., 2001; Kellermann et al., 2009; Kimura et al., 1994; Parsons, 1982) . Thus, desiccation and cold resistance levels of species when scored in standardised ways are directly linked to the climates from which species originate; tropical species are highly sensitive to both stresses, cold adapted species are resistant to cold but moderately sensitive to desiccation and desert species are highly resistant to desiccation Kellermann et al., 2009 ). Limits in Drosophila Culture temperature data for Drosophila species suggest that there are only minor differences in upper culture temperatures between tropical and temperate species, being at around 31-32°C whereas lower thermal responses vary quite markedly between 6°C and 17°C with tropical species at the higher end of this range (Parkash and Munjal, 1999) . Given the higher average field temperatures experienced by Drosophila in the tropics compared with temperate areas, this may place tropical species closer to culture limits both currently and into the future. In terms of the terminology used in Deutsch et al. (Deutsch et al., 2008) , tropical species have a smaller thermal safety margin than temperate species.
However, the analysis of Deutsch et al. (Deutsch et al., 2008 ) is based on average conditions experienced in the different environments rather than the extreme conditions that species encounter for periods of a few hours or less. Small adult flies like Drosophila are likely to have body temperatures that approach ambient conditions although they can behaviourally thermoregulate to some extent by moving to shady areas. If the distribution of ambient temperatures in the shade is plotted for three locations from three-hourly readings at locations on the east coast of Australia from a tropical and temperate location as well as a mid-latitude location, it is apparent that average conditions do not necessarily reflect extremes (Fig. 2) . The right-hand distribution tail is much shorter in the tropical location than in the temperate one. This leads to higher extremes of hot and cold conditions being recorded in the southerly temperate location. The top 1% of readings are the same in this location as in the tropics. Because groups of tropical and temperate species tend to have similar levels of heat resistance (Kimura, 2004) while differing markedly in terms of cold resistance, this means that tropical populations are likely to be less exposed to short periods of very high temperatures at the limits of their tolerance (Fig. 1) . This suggests that the safety margin will be less for temperate species when short, extremely stressful, periods are considered rather than average conditions as in Deutsch et al. (Deutsch et al., 2008) . The Drosophila data suggest that tropical species might not necessarily be more susceptible to extinction than temperate species under climate change, particularly as temperature increases are expected to be greater at higher latitudes than at lower ones.
The Drosophila results also emphasise that, as well as thermal extremes, aridity responses need to be considered when evaluating the relative susceptibility of species to climate change. Although predictions about future changes in humidity and rainfall are less clear-cut than predictions about temperature (www.ipcc.ch), rainfall patterns are nevertheless expected to change regionally, and species in many tropical regions are expected to experience drier conditions. Fragmentation and deforestation is further likely to contribute to the development of drier conditions (Nair et al., 2003) . Tropical species with a low level of resistance to desiccation and a very limited evolutionary potential to further increase physiological limits may be particularly prone to drier conditions. Finally, the Drosophila data highlight that diapause needs to be considered when predicting population and species responses to climate change. By entering reproductive or immature diapause, species can evade stressful conditions and increase their resistance not only to cold conditions but also to heat and drought. Drosophila populations are often polymorphic for diapause and it is possible that rapid evolutionary shifts in the incidence and nature of diapause induction as already documented for pitcher plant mosquitoes (Bradshaw and Holzapfel, 2007 ) may help to extend physiological limits of Drosophila species.
Concluding remarks
The above discussion highlights some of the advantages and disadvantages of using Drosophila when investigating physiological limits. On the one hand, there is excellent background information on species taxonomy, and many species are easy to rear, allowing for detailed quantitative genetic studies, and allowing for multigeneration experiments across species where conditions can be precisely controlled. Drosophila studies also allow for detailed analysis studies of physiological limits, and it is becoming possible to make genetic comparisons across species as more genomes are sequenced. On the other hand, information on the distribution of many Drosophila species is currently rudimentary and there is often also only limited information on larval breeding sites, which can make it difficult to assess the physiological stresses to which different life stages are exposed. It is also quite difficult to track Drosophila in the field, which would help when assessing stress levels. There are some core issues around physiological limits for which we currently have limited data in Drosophila and other insects; these include the impact of multiple stressors and biotic interactions on physiological limits, the impact of extremes on limits and species distributions and the effect of gene flow on geographical limits. Additional studies across Drosophila species that are found in a variety of climatic regions could assist in providing information on these issues.
